Introduction {#Sec1}
============

The co-expression of a pair of transcripts, which can be represented by their phenotypic correlation, is due to the combined influence of shared genetic and environmental factors^[@CR1]^. The degree of genetic variance that is shared between a pair of transcripts is the genetic correlation, a quantity that includes the effects of all variants, including those with small effects that are not identifiable through current expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) studies. Genetic correlations are not the same as heritability, as they represent the proportion of overlapping genetic effects, and not their absolute magnitude; the expression levels of two transcripts could both be highly heritable but not be genetically correlated, or have low heritability and be completely correlated. Genetic and environmental correlations have traditionally been identified using twin models^[@CR2]^, although more recently, approaches using genotype data from unrelated individuals have been developed. Mixed-model methods such as bivariate genome-wide relatedness restricted maximum likelihood (GREML)^[@CR3]^, can be used to estimate genetic and environmental correlations from population-level data, by providing an estimate of the genetic co-variance for two traits, such as the expression levels of a pair of transcripts. Other methods such as cross-trait linkage disequilibrium (LD) Score Regression^[@CR4]^ are useful alternatives when only summary statistics on genetic effects are available, although this is less powerful than using individual-level data^[@CR5]^.

In humans, methods utilising genome-wide genotype data from unrelated individuals have been used to estimate the total shared genetic overlap between human diseases and complex traits (i.e. pleiotropy)^[@CR3],\ [@CR4],\ [@CR6]--[@CR8]^. These studies have revealed some interesting results relating to epidemiological observations of shared co-morbidity. For example, they have confirmed and added resolution to previously known relationships, such as shared genetic control among metabolic diseases^[@CR6],\ [@CR7]^, and identified novel relationships such as positive genetic correlations between anorexia nervosa and schizophrenia^[@CR4]^. Importantly, such experiments can reveal pairs of diseases exhibiting genetic correlations close to zero, indicating that any observed co-morbidity is likely due to shared environmental factors.

Currently little is known about the total degree of shared genetic effects for expression levels of transcripts. However, there has been considerable effort to identify specific loci, which often have effects on two or more transcripts. These loci (eQTL)^[@CR9]^ are typically identified using traditional univariate mapping strategies^[@CR10],\ [@CR11]^, although multivariate approaches have also been used^[@CR12],\ [@CR13]^. Most eQTL studies have mapped *cis-*acting loci only-that is loci that are located in close proximity to the transcript(s), and many incidences of *cis-*effects shared between transcripts have been identified^[@CR14],\ [@CR15]^. Recently Westra et al.^[@CR16]^ used a combination of *cis-*mapping and *trans-*mapping to identify 103 independent eQTL with effects on two or more transcripts. Some of these eQTLs affect multiple transcripts in *trans*, and support previous work showing that a *cis-*acting eQTL for the transcription factor *KLF14* gene acts as a master *trans* regulator of adipose gene expression^[@CR17]^.

By establishing the total degree of shared genetic co-regulation between transcripts, as opposed to specific loci, we are able to: (i) identify networks consisting of transcripts located throughout the genome, whose expression levels are influenced by the same genetic variants, (ii) determine the proportion of variants on the same, or different, chromosomes and (iii) estimate the contribution of shared environmental factors to the co-variance of transcript expression.

To provide an illustrative example of how molecular processes could underlie an observed genetic correlation for pairs of transcripts, consider the following simplified scenario: a gene encodes a transcription factor which has a large number of target genes. Suppose that the variation in the transcription factor's expression levels is entirely due to a single-genetic variant. Under such a scenario, we would expect that the expression levels of the target genes would also be affected by the genetic variant. Thus, we should observe non-zero estimates of the genetic correlation between the expression levels of the transcription factor gene, and each of its target genes. A positive genetic correlation between two transcripts implies that, on average, shared genetic variants have an allelic effect in the same direction. Conversely, a negative genetic correlation implies that, on average, the allelic effect of the genetic variants is in the opposite direction.

Here, we have performed a systematic investigation of the degree of shared genetic control between pairs of expressed and highly heritable transcripts in whole blood. We have sought to understand the molecular processes that may give rise to the statistical observations of genetic correlations. We have estimated the genetic correlations between each pairwise combination of 2469 transcripts that are both highly heritable and expressed in whole blood in a cohort of 1748 unrelated individuals of European ancestry. We identified 556 pairs with a significant genetic correlation at a Bonferroni study-wide threshold (*p* \< 1.81×10^−8^), of which 77% were located on different chromosomes. Using eQTL data from an independent cohort (*n* = 2104), we identified 934 incidences of eQTL with significant (Bonferroni, *p* \< 4.1×10^−8^) effects on both transcripts in a genetically correlated pair. We then investigated the possible mechanisms that may lead to shared genetic control between a pair of transcripts. Our findings reveal significant enrichment for both of transcription factor control (hypergeometric test, *p* = 1.14×10^−3^) and physical proximity through chromatin interactions (Hi-C; two-tailed permutation, *p* \< 0.001). Finally, we used estimates of genetic correlations to construct graph networks of interconnected transcripts and identified the biological functions underlying many of the networks. Our findings demonstrate the utility of using genetic correlations to investigate transcriptional co-regulation and to gain valuable insight into the nature of the underlying genetic architecture of gene regulation. All results are made publicly available at <http://computationalgenomics.com.au/shiny/rg/>.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Estimates of genetic correlations between transcript pairs {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------

We used a bivariate GREML model^[@CR3]^, implemented through GCTA software^[@CR18]^, to estimate the genetic correlation (*r* ~*G*~) for the expression levels of pairs of transcripts. Expression levels were assayed using Illumina HT12-v4.0 expression arrays. We restricted our analysis to 2469 transcripts whose expression levels are highly heritable ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_g^2  >0.25$$\end{document}$), and estimated *r* ~*G*~ for each pairwise combination.

We obtained converged results for 2 755 498 probe pairs, representing 90.5% of the 3 045 512 we tested. Of the 290 014 non-converging pairs, 96% were from probe pairs with a phenotypic correlation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{P}$$\end{document}$) of 0, and as such, we would not expect high ±*r* ~*G*~ ^[@CR1]^. We identified 556 pairs of probes significant at a study-wide Bonferroni threshold of *p*  *\<* 1.81×10^−8^ (0.05/2755498); Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, Supplementary Data [1](#MOESM2){ref-type="media"}. Of the 556, 91% (506) of probes pairs map to different RefSeq genes, with 428 (77%) of pairs containing transcripts located on different chromosomes, and 128 (23%) on the same chromosome (hereon-termed interchromosomal and intrachromosomal, respectively). Pairs of transcripts that map to the same gene typically represent alternate isoforms, and thus intrachromosomal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ (mean = 0.77). A summary of the ten most significant positive and negative is given in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Given the high correlation structure among transcripts, and thus the conservative nature of the Bonferroni adjustment, we calculated the study-wide false discovery rate (FDR) to identify transcript pairs for subsequent functional analyses. We identified 14 991 pairs at a study-wide FDR threshold of 0.05, of which 7886 have a positive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ of 0.71, and mean SE of 0.31 (Supplementary Data [2](#MOESM3){ref-type="media"}). Of the 14 991 pairs, 971 (6.5%) are intrachromosomal and 14 020 (93.5%) are interchromosomal. The high percentage of pairs of transcripts that lack a significant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{P}$$\end{document}$ close to zero, with 96% between −0.1 and 0.1 (Supplementary Fig. [1A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), implying little evidence of shared genetic control. All $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ results are publicly available to browse and download at <http://computationalgenomics.com.au/shiny/rg/>.Fig. 1A quantile--quantile plot shows the observed (*y*-axis, −log10 scale) and expected *p*-values (*x*-axis, −log10 scale) for each transcript pair in the analysis (2 755 498) as determined by a *χ* ^2^ test. The dotted line marks the multiple testing threshold (Bonferroni: *p* \< 1.81×10^−8^), which includes 556 transcript pairs. Of these significant transcript pairs, 77.0% are located on different chromosomes Table 1Summary of GCTA results for 20 significant interchromosomal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We observe a clear relationship in the sign direction of the phenotypic and genetic correlations (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), suggesting that the shared environmental effects are typically in the same direction. Of the 428 *trans* pairs significant at the Bonferroni threshold of *p \< *1.81×10^−8^, there were 81.8% of transcript pairs with the same sign of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{P}$$\end{document}$: 8937 positive, 2593 negative) (Supplementary Figs. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}A, B and [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This indicates that shared genetic loci affecting co-expression of transcripts are likely to have allelic effects in the same direction.

Identification of shared eSNPs {#Sec4}
------------------------------

Estimates of *r* ~*G*~ represent the combined effects of all loci underlying the genetic control of transcripts. To provide support for our $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ estimates, we sought to identify SNPs that were associated with the expression levels of both transcripts in an *r* ~*G*~ pair. Using eQTL data from the independent LIFE-Heart study^[@CR15]^, we identified incidences where the top eSNP for a transcript (the SNP with the largest allelic effect) also had a significant association with the paired transcript in each *r* ~*G*~ pair. A schematic outlining our approach is given in Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Following quality control (see Methods), we were able to evaluate the shared effects of eSNPs for 1 198 525 *r* ~*G*~ transcript pairs. We identified 934 incidences of eSNPs associated with both transcripts at a Bonferroni significance threshold of 0.05/1198525 = 4.1×10^−8^ (Supplementary Data [3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). The mean absolute $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ of these pairs is 0.37, and thus represent pairs of transcripts that are estimated to have a high degree of shared genetic control. Of the 934, 446 were between interchromosomal pairs, separated by an average distance of 1.6 Mb, and thus likely represent shared *cis-*eQTL. However, 488 were intrachromosomal, thereby lending further support to the hypothesis that shared genetic control of transcription exists throughout the genome. To further verify the significant shared eSNPs found in the LIFE-Heart data, we returned to our own CAGE eQTL data^[@CR20]^, which contained summary statistics for 651 of the 934 eSNP-probe pairs. At a Bonferroni significant threshold of 0.05/934 = 5.4×10^−5^, 100% replicate in CAGE (Supplementary Data [4](#MOESM5){ref-type="media"}) with 100% matched allelic direction. The result of this replication is striking and demonstrates that *trans-*eQTL that are associated with multiple transcripts are more prevalent than previously thought. It is important to note that the majority of these *trans-*eQTL would not have been identified using traditional eQTL mapping strategies due to correction for the number of tests that are required. We further investigated the relationship between *trans-*eQTL replication and discovery effect size using summary statistics reported by Westra et al.^[@CR16]^. Unsurprisingly, the large-effect *trans-*eQTL showed a higher probability of replication than those with small effects, although *trans-*eQTL with effects on multiple transcripts were consistently replicated (Supplementary Fig. [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We examined 1975 unique SNPs that replicated in the *trans-*eQTL data and observed 645 SNPs were associated with \> 1 probe (32.6%) and 58 with \> 10 probes (2.9%).
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ between a pair of transcripts tagging *LYZ* on chromosome 12 and *DUSP19* on chromosome 2 is −0.92 (*χ* ^2^, *p* = 3.9×10^−8^). In the LIFE-Heart data, the top eSNP for *LYZ* is *cis-*acting rs10784774\[A/G\] (*t*-test, *p* = 1×10^−307^), with each copy of the A allele associated with a decrease in *LYZ* expression by 0.45 SD. We identified a shared effect of rs10784774 on *DUSP19* (*t*-test, *p* = 1.6×10^−39^), with each copy of the A allele associated in an increase in *DUSP19* expression by 0.12 SD. This *cis/trans* relationship between rs10784774, *LYZ* and *DUSP19* has been previously identified^[@CR21]^, verifying the use of genetic correlations in identifying shared genetic control between genes. B: We identified instances where the top eSNP for a transcript was in *trans* and had a significant effect on the paired transcript, also in *trans*, which we term *trans/trans* eSNPs. For example, *CD79A* and *OSBPL10* are located on chromosomes 19 and 3, respectively, and have an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ of 0.91. The top eSNP in LIFE-Heart for *CD79A* is rs7980008\[A/G\] (*t*-test, *p* = 1.26×10^−8^), located at 30946602 bp on chromosome 12 (hg38), with each copy of the A allele associated with a 0.15 SD increase in expression of *CD79A*. rs7980008 was identified as having a significant effect on *OSBPL10* (*t*-test, *p* = 1.6×10^−8^), with each copy of the A allele increasing expression by 0.26 SD. C: SNP rs1354034\[C/T\], located at 56815721 bp on chromosome 3 (hg38) was identified as the top eSNP for 26 genes, 25 of which are not located on chromosome 3. At the FDR threshold of 0.05, we identify 183 significant genetic correlations between these 26 genes, with a mean \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ (Supplementary Data [3](#MOESM4){ref-type="media"}). While rs1354034 is a known eQTL *trans-*master regulator, and is associated with blood cell phenotypes and cardiovascular diseases^[@CR22]^, the genetic correlation analysis applied here has enabled the identification of a large, interconnected network of genetic co-regulated genes.Fig. 2The genome-wide effects of shared eSNPs (LIFE-Heart) on genetically correlated transcript pairs. **a** (*cis/trans*) shows a transcript pair located on different chromosomes (*trans*) with a strong negative $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$, where the expression of both transcripts is altered by a shared eSNP that is located on the same chromosome as one of the transcripts. *DUSP19* (chr 2) and *LYZ* (chr 12) are both regulated by a shared eSNP (rs10784774; *orange lines*), one in *cis* and one in *trans*, and have a negative $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ (−0.917; black line) that indicates an opposite allelic direction of effect, confirmed by the *β* values. The eSNP is on the same chromosome as one transcript (*cis*). **b** (*trans/trans*) depicts the effects of a shared eSNP (rs7980008) that is located on a different chromosome to each of the two transcripts *CD79A* and *OSBPL10*, also located on separate chromosomes (19 and 3, respectively). The positive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ between *CD79A* and *OSBPL10* (0.911) indicates their shared *trans* eSNP alters their expression in the same allelic direction, as shown by the *β* values. **c** reveals the extensive transcriptional control by a single master *trans-*eSNP (rs1354034), with shared effects, that alters the expression of 30 individually genetically correlated transcripts corresponding to 26 unique genes. These 26 unique genes comprise 183 unique $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs. *β* is the effect size of the eSNP, with accompanying --log10-transformed *p*-value, on transcript expression from the LIFE-Heart Study data

Although the genetic control of most transcripts is polygenic^[@CR20]^, the direction of the *r* ~*G*~ estimate can be taken as an indicator of the direction of the allelic effect (*β*) for an eSNP associated with both transcripts; such that a positive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ and the direction of the eSNP *β* for probe pairs matching (i) +$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$, opposite sign, differed significantly from a null hypothesis of equally distributed values. Of the 934 significant shared pairs of eSNPs, we observed a significant inflation for values matching (i) 896 vs 218, and (iv) 442 vs 312, which was confirmed by a *χ* ^2^ test (*χ* ^2^ = 298; *p* = 7.29×10^−67^) (Supplementary Fig. [6A](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We observed the same pattern if we restricted our analysis to interchromosomal $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs, with (i) 447 vs 109 and (iv) 244 vs 146 (*χ* ^2^ = 119; *p* = 7.93×10^−41^) (Supplementary Fig. [6B](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Finally, we investigated the relationship between eSNPs with significant effects on interchromosomal transcript pairs across the full $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ range in bins of 0.1 (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As expected, we observed an increase in the percentage of pairs with shared eSNPs at tails of the *r* ~*G*~ estimate distribution.Fig. 3The percentage of genetically correlated *trans* transcript pairs with significant, independent, shared eSNPs in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ bins of size 0.1. A modest enrichment of shared eQTLs, between 0.4--1.0, is evident for transcript pairs with a positive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$, with a spike between 0.9--1.0 indicating more shared eSNPs influence each other in a positive allelic direction
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                \begin{document}$${\hat {\boldsymbol{r}}_{\boldsymbol{G}}}$$\end{document}$ enrichment in interacting chromatin loci {#Sec5}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our work has identified many instances of shared genetic control between pairs of transcripts located both on the same chromosomes and different chromosomes from one another. These are statistical observations based upon the identification of genetic covariance between the transcript pairs. We next sought to identify possible regulatory mechanisms that may underlie the observed genetic covariance. As transcription can be partly regulated through the spatial organisation of chromatin, permitting physical interactions between transcribed regions that are separated by large genomic distances^[@CR23],\ [@CR24]^, we speculated that transcript pairs with significant genetic correlations may be enriched for regions that display chromatin interactions. Using Hi-C data from LCL and K562 cell lines^[@CR23],\ [@CR25]^, we identified $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ transcript pairs that were within 0.5 Mb of interacting chromatin locations. We identified 610 pairs overlapping with intrachromosomal contacts in LCLs, and 226 intrachromosomal contacts in K562 cells. Furthermore, we identified 111 instances of interchromosomal chromatin interactions in K562 cells that overlapped with significant (FDR) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ interchromosomal transcript pairs (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). We observed the same results using different window sizes (1 Mb, 250 kb and 100 kb) around the chromatin interactions (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 4The number of overlaps between genetically correlated transcript pairs and known regions of interacting chromatin in LCLs and K562 cells. The number of transcript pairs, from the Bonferroni-corrected (*p* \< 1.81×10^−8^) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r_G}$$\end{document}$ subset (*n* = 556) or the study-wide FDR of 0.05 subset (*n* = 14 991), that overlap known LCL and K562 chromatin interaction sites (500 kb window) are shown by *red lines*. **a** shows the intrachromosomal interactions for LCLs (Bonferroni, *n* = 128; FDR, *n* = 971), **b** shows intrachromosomal interactions for K562 cells (Bonferroni, *n* = 128; FDR, *n* = 971), and **c** shows interchromosomal interactions for K562 cells (Bonferroni, *n* = 428; FDR, *n* = 14 020). The null distribution represented as a *grey histogram* was obtained by randomly sampling each dataset 1000 times for each window size

Chromatin interactions do not occur randomly throughout the genome, instead showing enrichment for certain functional genomic regions^[@CR23],\ [@CR25]^. Therefore, to assess empirical significance, a permutation analysis was used to verify that our observed overlap was not due to chance (Methods). We identified a significant enrichment for all window sizes (two-tailed permutation, *p \< *0.001), but a much greater enrichment for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ significant at the Bonferroni threshold (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). We observe the same enrichment (*p \< *0.001) if we restrict our analysis to just the 428 and 14 020 interchromosomal pairs significant at the Bonferroni and FDR threshold respectively (Supplementary Fig. [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These results support our hypothesis that chromatin interactions could indirectly give rise to high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ through physical co-localisation of transcripts, and thus the co-localisation of any *cis-*eQTL. Precise interactions between a locus harbouring a specific regulatory eSNP and another genomic locus may be detectable using a very small interaction window of 1 kb. We repeated the analysis using a window of 1 kb around an interaction locus for intrachromosomal contacts in LCL and K562 cells, and interchromosomal contacts in K562 cells, for significant (FDR) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs. However, for all three analyses, we did not detect any interactions with a 1 kb window size, and 1000 matched permutations for each analysis also returned zero interactions. Tables of transcript pairs located in LCL and K562 chromatin interaction locations are available in the supplementary data as well as online at <http://computationalgenomics.com.au/shiny/rg/>.

Networks of genetically correlated transcripts {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------

Biological networks can reveal interesting and potentially unexpected relationships between interacting genes. Genetic regulation often occurs at a network level, and genetic regulatory networks (GRNs) are useful for identifying master regulator genes that alter the expression of a set of molecular targets, and highlighting functional pathways. We hypothesised that genetically correlated transcripts would form the basis of GRNs and reveal the connectivity (strength and allelic direction) between themselves and their *r* ~*G*~ pairs, as well as identify novel relationships between genes.

Under a null model of H~0~: *r* ~*G*~ = 0, we estimated the empirical *r* ~*G*~ coefficient threshold corresponding to the 2nd, 3rd and 4th standard deviation (σ) from the mean. To identify whether subsets of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ estimates were associated with disproportionately high shared levels of genetic control, we calculated the proportion of probe pairs at 2, 3 and 4σ from the null mean (\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.48, 0.72 and 0.96). We observed a 4-fold, 24-fold and 36-fold enrichment for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th SDs, respectively, compared to the number of correlated transcript pairs expected by chance (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Table 2Proportion of observed transcript pairs at standard deviations (σ) defined under null hypothesis (H~0~: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| threshold. Actual expected and observed number of transcript pairs are shown in parentheses.

To understand the connectivity of genetically correlated transcripts, we constructed network graphs based on transcripts where we observed an enrichment in high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs with other transcripts. Since multiple transcripts exist for many genes, we first determined which transcripts were the most connected to other transcripts, indicated by the number of pairings with high \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\|. For each transcript, we observed that the majority of connections (94.93%) were interchromosomal, with the remaining 5.07% of connections intrachromosomal. To isolate transcripts with strong biological and functional importance, we selected those with the highest number of connections above a threshold of \|≥ 0.72\|, which represents ± 3σ from the mean of 0 under a null model where H~0~ : *r* ~*G*~ = 0. Figure [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows connectivity details for the top 50 connected transcripts ±3*σ*. Using the most connected gene (*ZNF536*) as an example, Fig. [5b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} reveals the extent of the genome-wide distribution of transcripts that are genetically correlated with *ZNF536*, while Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows *r* ~*G*~ transcripts located only on the same chromosome as *ZNF536*. Furthermore, we investigated the functional enrichment of each of the top 50 connected transcripts using a pathway analysis approach. Our results reveal significant (Fisher's exact test, *p \< *0.01) functional enrichment for 50 identified networks (Supplementary Table [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For example, the pathway analysis for transcript *r* ~*G*~ pairs arising from *ZNF536* revealed an enrichment of immune and inflammatory response processes including positive regulation of NLRP3 inflammasome complex assembly (*p* = 0.002), regulation of immune response (*p* = 0.002), positive regulation of interferon-alpha production (*p* = 0.002), B cell proliferation involved in immune response (*p* = 0.003) and interleukin-1 beta secretion (*p* = 0.003).Fig. 5Visualising highly connected, genetically correlated transcripts. **a** shows a table of transcripts with the highest number of connections above the threshold of 3*σ* (\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.72), their chromosome number, total number of connections above the threshold, proportion of intrachromosomal/interchromosomal loci, and proportion of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ with directionality. Using the example of *ZNF536*, the gene with the highest number of connections at 3*σ*, the transcriptome-wide connections at ≥ 3*σ* are visualised as a *circle plot*. The *circle plot* shows the genomic position and associated $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ values for each transcript that is correlated with *ZNF536* at ≥ 3*σ*, represented as a heatmap ranging from −1 to 1 (*red* to *blue*) (**b**). **c** shows intrachromosomal connections between transcript pairs at ≥ 3*σ*. Positive and negative *r* ~*G*~ estimates are shown in *blue* and *red*, respectively. The complete table of transcript connections ≥ 3*σ* is available in the supplementary materials. *Circle* (**b**) and *arc* (**c**) plots can be generated at the desired $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ threshold for genes in our data set via the browser interface

By graphing interactions between transcript pairs, we were able to assess differences in genetic control for alternative isoform networks. In cases such as *ZNF536*, the connections for each transcript isoform, both independent and shared, can be distinguished. The resulting graph network depicted in Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows two distinct clusters of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ connectivity formed around the two *ZNF536* transcripts (tagged by probes ILMN 1772155 and ILMN 2150586 on the Illumina HT12 array). Notably, each transcript has an associated set of connected transcripts that are predominantly distinct from one another. However, there are several transcripts whose regulation of expression appears to be shared by both *ZNF536* transcripts. For example, the *r* ~*G*~ sign direction for *RAB21* was in opposite directions for the two *ZNF536* isoforms. This suggests that the loci that have shared effects on *RAB21* and *ZNF536* have on average opposite allelic effects for the alternative *ZNF536* isoforms. We have produced a web application to visualise and download networks for each gene or transcript (<http://computationalgenomics.com.au/shiny/rg/>).

Because of the complex and highly connected nature of the transcriptome, we expected a large number of genetically correlated transcript pairs to exhibit many connections. To establish the baseline connectivity of genetically correlated transcripts, and to identify those with a significantly greater number of connections than expected by chance, we calculated the expected number of transcript connections at two and three *σ* and compared them to our observed data. Under the null hypothesis (*H* ~0~: *r* ~*G*~ = 0), the expected number of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ \> ± 2 and 3*σ* per transcript is 113 and 7, respectively. In our data, we observed 2317/2468 unique transcripts (\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.48) with \> 113 connections (mean = 468), and 2397/2445 (\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.72) with \> 7 connections (mean = 169) (Supplementary Fig. [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). For unique transcripts above 4*σ* (\|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.96), the expected number of connections is \< 1. The high proportion of strongly genetically correlated transcripts with a much greater number of *r* ~*G*~ pairs than expected suggests the GRNs we have identified using estimates of *r* ~*G*~ have strong, biologically important relationships.
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                \begin{document}$${\hat {\boldsymbol{r}}_{\boldsymbol{G}}}$$\end{document}$ pairs are enriched for transcription factors {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genes that exhibit a large number of significant genetic correlations with other genes (hub genes) may perform an important role in the regulation of their paired genes, with one possibility being hub genes encode transcription factors. An enrichment of transcription factors in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs could reveal novel binding partners and simultaneously provide useful information about the strength, direction, and possibly the origin of their shared genetic regulation. To address this, we queried whether there was an enrichment of transcription factors and their predicted binding sites amongst the genes above null thresholds of 2 and 3*σ* of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$. We tested unique genes at each threshold against a list of unique human TFs constructed from the FANTOM 4 data^[@CR26]^ and Vaquerizas et al. ^[@CR27]^. From 2671 unique TFs, 234 are expressed in our data set of 2330 unique genes. For the unique genes above the 2*σ* (i.e. with \> 113 \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| \>0.48), we found 229/234 TFs in 2193 unique gene IDs (Hypergeometric test, *p* = 1.14×10^−3^), and for unique genes above 3*σ* with \> 7 \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| greater than 0.72, we found 231/234 TFs in 2266 unique gene IDs (Hypergeometric test, *p* = 3.62×10^−2^), revealing a strong enrichment for transcription factor-related connections between genetically correlated probes whose \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.48 or 0.72, respectively. The list of enriched TFs is available in Supplementary Table [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

To better understand the relationship between the co-expression and genetic co-regulation of transcripts, we examined the phenotypic and genetic correlations between expressed and highly heritable transcripts in whole blood. We used the genotype and expression data of 1748 unrelated individuals of European ancestry to determine the average effect of all common loci on shared genetic mechanisms controlling gene expression. Our results show that the mean levels of shared genetic control between transcripts is close to zero, although there were a large number of significant transcript pairs with both positive and negative $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$. We show that the proportion of interchromosomal transcript pairs is greater than intrachromosomal pairs, implying that the primary mode of shared genetic regulation is through distal mechanisms. Transcripts with the highest number of paired (connected) transcripts are likely to represent a core regulatory mechanism. We examined the most highly connected transcripts above \|$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$\| ≥ 0.96 (empirical 4*σ*) to visualise their connectivity and potential to form discrete transcriptional clusters. These transcript pairs were enriched for highly connected transcription factors, reflecting their widespread regulation of the expression of large numbers of genes. We traced the regulatory connectivity of *ZNF536*, a ubiquitously expressed member of the Krüppel C2H2 zinc finger transcription factor family^[@CR28]^. *ZNF536* is expressed in whole blood as two isoforms available on the Illumina HT12 array, both of which are highly correlated with many transcripts. We constructed a network graph for *ZNF536* and demonstrated that each transcript isoform is genetically correlated with discrete groups of transcripts. Where both isoforms were correlated with the same transcript, such as *RAB21*, we observed opposite sign directions of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$, implying that individual *ZNF536* isoforms exert different regulatory effects on certain targets. In general, little is known about C2H2 zinc finger transcription factors and their regulatory partners^[@CR29]^, including *ZNF536*; however, our analyses demonstrate that using genetic correlations to uncover novel transcriptional networks can greatly improve our understanding of the strength and direction of genetically co-regulated transcripts.

Because mixed model methods such as bivariate GREML^[@CR3]^ estimate *r* ~*G*~ by capturing the effect of all common SNPs rather than each SNP individually, we can only infer the averaged effects of SNP-mediated regulation on a given pair of transcripts. Thus, to provide further verification of our *r* ~*G*~ estimates, we linked transcript pairs with high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ with significant shared eSNPs from the independent LIFE-Heart eQTL study^[@CR15]^. By demonstrating the overlap of known peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) eQTLs with pairs of transcripts identified using an orthogonal method to capture the total shared genetic effects, we are able to identify many novel instances of *trans-*eQTL that would otherwise have been missed by traditional eQTL mapping strategies. These results support the evidence that the majority of genetic variance for gene expression is located on *trans* chromosomes^[@CR14],\ [@CR19]^. Future work aiming to determine the effect of a given SNP on transcript expression would benefit from considering the use of nuclear run-on techniques such as GRO-Seq^[@CR30]^ or NET-Seq^[@CR31]^, which, coupled with chromatin immunoprecipitation data, provide higher resolution of transcriptional activity over time.

By examining the correlation structure of expressed transcripts, both novel and established genetic co-regulatory events can be identified in an agnostic manner. This approach can be extended so that the exact nature of the complex regulatory interactions between many highly correlated transcripts, such as long-distance chromatin interactions or *trans-*eQTL, can be confidently determined. In the scenario presented in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, a single *cis-*eSNP alters the expression of a proximally located transcript (*LYZ*) and also drives the expression of another gene, *DUSP19*, in *trans*, termed a *cis/trans* shared eSNP. Our data uncovered the genetic co-regulatory relationship between *LYZ* and *DUSP19* as a highly negative estimate of *r* ~*G*~, indicating opposite directions of allelic effect by a genetic variant. Using genetic correlations alone, we observed strong co-regulation of expression between *LYZ* and *DUSP19*, the exact nature of which was even more precisely determined when combined with independent eQTL and Hi-C data. By overlapping our findings with eQTL data, we identified the eSNP (rs10784774) with the strongest association for at least one of the two transcripts, with SNP allelic effects consistent with the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ sign direction. We also discovered instances in which the eSNP with the strongest association to a given transcript was a *trans/trans* eSNP (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). From the perspective of genetic variants that alter events such as transcription factor binding, the ability to use an unbiased approach to detect which downstream gene targets are most likely to be affected is very powerful, enabling the genome-wide dissection of complex, co-regulated transcriptional networks (Fig. [2c](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Our study shares an approach similar to multivariate eQTL analyses^[@CR12],\ [@CR32],\ [@CR33]^, where an eSNP is shown to control the expression of multiple transcripts, and the combination of both methods would greatly increase the likelihood of identifying such cases.

Our data also revealed a significant overlap with known regions of interacting chromatin. This suggests the possibility that some strongly correlated pairs of expressed transcripts undergo shared genetic regulation resulting from spatial organisation or remodelling of chromatin that brings these transcripts into close proximity. We observed transcript pairs that overlapped with eQTL and Hi-C data, as well as being enriched for transcription factors. That many of the observed chromatin interactions overlap with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ transcript pairs in regions less than 1 Mb suggests that those transcript pairs are likely regulated by shared eQTL; however, it is difficult to disentangle the precise mechanisms of regulation. This supports the notion that the regulatory relationship between transcripts is not limited to a single mechanism, but is multi-faceted and likely temporospatially dynamic.

In this study, we estimated the amount of shared genetic control of expressed transcripts within a single tissue to gain insight into the mechanisms that control gene expression in a tissue-specific context. By estimating the genetic correlation between pairs of expressed transcripts, the genetic contribution to co-expression of genes can be ascertained, which allows the determination of the size, density and regulatory direction in genetic regulatory networks built around a gene or transcript of interest. We have shown that a comprehensive analysis of expressed transcripts using bivariate GREML can reveal which genetic mechanisms of transcriptional regulation underlie expression patterns, and promote the discovery of novel regulatory links between transcripts. The nature of the regulatory mechanism underlying each correlated transcript pair can be further investigated when overlaid with functional genomics studies such as Hi-C, chromatin interaction and eQTL data for the relevant cell or tissue types.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Cohort data {#Sec10}
-----------

Gene expression levels, measured from whole blood, and genotype data were available in 1748 unrelated individuals of European descent. These samples are a subset from the Consortium for the Architecture of Gene Expression (CAGE) cohort, which includes both multi-ethnic and related individuals. Full details of CAGE are given in Lloyd-Jones et al.^[@CR20]^, but briefly, the CAGE data set includes gene expression data for 38 624 expression probes measured on Illumina HT12-v4.0 BeadChip arrays, along with genotypes for 8 242 192 SNPs with minor allele frequency (MAF) 0.01 imputed to the 1000 Genome (phase 1v3) reference panel. Gene expression data has been normalised and corrected for known and hidden batch effects, and blood cell type composition. Transcripts tagged by the Illumina probes were annotated using custom mappings from the illuminaHumanv4.db package. We selected unrelated individuals from CAGE based on an identity-by-state genetic relatedness threshold of 0.05, and European ancestry through the projection of the first two principal components from CAGE genotypes against HapMap 3 ancestry cohorts. As the ability to accurately estimate *r* ~*G*~ is partly a function of the heritability of the transcripts, we restricted our analysis to those probes with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat h_g^2  >\,0.25$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat h_g^2$$\end{document}$ is an estimate of the proportion of phenotypic variance that can be attributed to the common genetic variance captured from imputed genotype data. Although the stringent $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat h_g^2$$\end{document}$ threshold substantially reduced the number of transcripts analyzed, this approach ensured that there was a high-degree of genetic variance that could potentially be shared between pairs of transcripts, and minimised the average standard error (SE) of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ across the study (Supplementary Figs. [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and [11](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Finally, we retained only those transcripts that mapped to an annotated RefSeq gene. After filtering, the final data taken forward comprised gene expression levels for 2469 highly heritable transcripts, mapping to 2330 unique genes, each of which were measured in 1748 unrelated individuals.

Estimating genetic correlations {#Sec11}
-------------------------------

We estimated the genetic correlation (*r* ~*G*~) for each pairwise combination of the 2469 transcripts using a mixed-model bivariate GREML algorithm. GREML is described in detail in Lee et al.^[@CR3]^, but briefly, for a pair of transcripts *i* and *j*, the linear mixed-effects model can be written as, *y* ~*i*~ = *g* ~*i*~ + *e* ~*i*~ and *y* ~*j*~ = *g* ~*j*~ + *e* ~*j*~, where *y* ~*i*~ and *y* ~*j*~ are *n*\*1 vectors of normalised gene expression levels for transcripts *i* and *j* respectively; *g* ~*i*~ and *g* ~*j*~ are *n*\*1 vectors of random polygenic effects with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g_i} \sim N(0,\sigma _{{g_i}}^2{\bf{A}})$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${g_j} \sim N(0,\sigma _{{g_j}}^2{\bf{A}})$$\end{document}$, with **A** the genetic relationship matrix (GRM) estimated from 8 242 192 SNPs; and *e* ~*i*~ and *e* ~*j*~ *nx*1 vectors of residuals with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${e_i} \sim N(0,\sigma _{{e_i}}^2{\bf{I}})$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${e_j} \sim N(0,\sigma _{{e_j}}^2{\bf{I}})$$\end{document}$, with **I** as the incidence matrix. The variance--covariance matrix for *y* ~*i*~, *y* ~*j*~ is defined as,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\sigma _{{g_i},{g_j}}}$$\end{document}$ the genetic variance and covariance for transcripts *i* and *j*, respectively. The genetic variance and covariance components were estimated using GREML, implemented in GCTA software, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ constrained to the boundaries of −1 and +1. The genetic correlation between the pair of transcripts was estimated as,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{*{20}{c}}{{{\hat r}_G} = \frac{{{{\hat \sigma }_{{g_i},{g_j}}}}}{{\sqrt {\hat \sigma _{{g_i}}^2\hat \sigma _{{g_j}}^2} }}} \end{array}$$\end{document}$$

We calculated a test statistic by dividing the square of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ by its approximate sampling variance and calculated a *p*-value assuming a *χ* ^2^ distribution with one degree of freedom. The SE of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat \sigma _{{g_j}}^2$$\end{document}$ are estimated directly, and the SE of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ calculated through a Taylor series approximation.

Pathway analysis of highly connected networks {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------

Pathway analysis was performed on each of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ networks formed by the 50 most highly-connected expression transcripts, listed in Fig. [5a](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. For each transcript, the connected $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs ≥ 0.72 (3 SD from the mean) were analyzed with TopGO, using the'weight01' parameter to account for GO term hierarchy and a background list of 2043 unique genes in the 3 SD $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ data. The gene enrichments for each GO term were calculated by a Fisher's exact test with a threshold of *p* \< 0.01.

LIFE-Heart eQTL {#Sec13}
---------------

Using eQTL data generated from PBMC gene expression in an independent cohort, we investigated the relationship between shared effects of SNPs on both transcripts in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pair, and the magnitude of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$. The independent eQTL results consisted of summary statistics from an additive allelic model regressing SNP genotypes against normalised expression levels, using data from 2104 unrelated individuals of European descent from the LIFE-Heart study. Expression levels were measured on Illumina HT12-v4.0 arrays, and genotypes imputed to the 1000 Genome (phase 1v3) reference panel. Expression levels were normalised and corrected for known and hidden batch effects, and blood cell type composition. Using this resource, we performed the following analyses: For each pair of transcripts (*i*,*j*) used to estimate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$, we identified the SNP with the strongest association (smallest *p*-value below a threshold of 1×10^−6^) for each transcript. These SNPs were termed eSNP~*i*~ and eSNP~*j*~ respectively. We did not restrict our analysis to eSNPs within a certain distance from the transcript, meaning that the eSNP for a given transcript could potentially be located on a different chromosome. We then extracted the summary statistics for the association between eSNP~*i*~ and transcript *j* and eSNP~*j*~ and transcript *i*. This study design is summarised in Supplementary Fig. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. Additionally, we required the following criteria to be met in the LIFE-Heart data: transcript had to be expressed in at least 5% of the samples, and not associated with technical batches.

Network graph analysis {#Sec14}
----------------------

Network graphs are a powerful way to visualise the connectivity between genes or transcripts, and are useful for identifying novel connections and clusters of functionally related mRNAs. We hypothesised that transcripts that displayed strong genetic correlations with large numbers of other transcripts would form discrete clusters, or networks, illustrating the regulatory direction of effect on expression at the isoform level. Since, for a given transcript, we have estimated the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ with 2468 paired transcripts, under a null where ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H_0}:{r}_{G}=0$$\end{document}$), we expect to observe a fraction of pairs with high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ due to sampling variance. Thus, to identify transcripts that are the hub in a network displaying high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ with transcripts across the genome, we first calculated the expected sampling variance under $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${H_0}:{r}_{G}=0$$\end{document}$, using an approximation derived by Visscher^[@CR5]^, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$var\left( {{{\hat r}_G}\left| {{r_G} = 0} \right.} \right) \approx \frac{1}{{\bar h_{{g_i}}^2\bar h_{{g_j}}^2{N^2}var\left( {{{\bf{A}}_{{\bf{ij}}}}} \right)}} \approx 0.058$$\end{document}$. Where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\bar h_{{g_j}}^2$$\end{document}$ are the mean heritabilities for transcripts *i* = *j* = 0.375, *N* is the sample size =1748, and *var*(**A** ~***ij***~) is the variance of the off-diagonals of the GRM =4.0×10^−5^. Assuming a Gaussian distribution, with mean of 0, under a null hypothesis, we are able to calculate the expected number of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ observations ±3*σ* from the mean as *m*×(1−0.9973), where *m* is the number of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ estimates. Therefore, for a given transcript, under *H* ~0~: *r* ~*G*~ = 0, we would expect to observe $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$6.6\,{\hat r}_{G} \, >\,0.72\,{\rm{\& }}\, < - 0.72$$\end{document}$. For each transcript, we determined the number of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ that were observed to be ±3*σ* from 0. We reasoned that a transcript exhibiting a large number of high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ connections represents a co-regulation hub, whereby the genetic variants influencing their expression levels are shared with large number of other transcripts. To visualise these transcript-level networks, we graphed connections between each probe pair using the Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm in the *igraph* package for R. Transcripts were annotated using Illumina probe IDs.

Transcription factor enrichment {#Sec15}
-------------------------------

Transcription factors are major drivers of gene expression and have been identified as the mechanisms responsible for observable gene co-expression networks. This led us to test the hypothesis that genes tagged by transcripts that form pairs with high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ would be enriched for known transcription factors. Unique transcription factors from the FANTOM 4 data set and Vaquerizas et al. were combined into a single reference set of 2671 TF genes. A hypergeometric test was used to determine whether there was a significant enrichment of transcription factors in our data for transcript pairs with a high $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|{\hat r}_{G}|$$\end{document}$: 0.48 (2*σ*) or 0.72 (3*σ*). A background list of 2330 unique genes, and 234 expressed and heritable TFs present in our data set were used in the analysis.

Chromatin interactions {#Sec16}
----------------------

In this study, we refer to the co-localisation of two chromosome regions as a chromosome interaction. We cross-referenced our transcript positional locations from the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hat r}_{G}$$\end{document}$ pairs with chromosome interactions using (i) the Bonferroni-corrected set of 556 transcript pairs (128 intrachromosomal, 428 interchromosomal), and (ii) 14 991 transcript pairs below a study-wide FDR of 0.05 (971 intrachromosomal, 14 020 interchromosomal) in windows of 100, 250, 500 kb and 1 Mb. We did not include pairs where transcripts were located at distances smaller than the queried window to remove *cis-*effects. LCL data generated by Lieberman-Aiden et al.^[@CR23]^ was obtained from NCBI GEO (GSE18199) and K562 chromatin contact data was obtained from the study of Lan et al.^[@CR25]^. Hi-C QC and filtering was performed using the Homer Hi-C^[@CR34]^ analysis software with the default parameters. Based on methods detailed by Lan et al., the threshold of self-ligation events in the LCL data was set to 20 kb, and those interaction loci within \< 20 kb of each other were removed. We performed simulations to test if our observed overlaps were greater than those expected by chance. We designed the simulations to ensure that the null distribution was of chromosome interactions between loci that matched the genomic regions from which the transcripts were located. To do this we randomly shuffled transcript *i* with respect to transcript *j* for the list of transcript pairs, creating permuted pairs for each of 128, 971 and 14 020 genomic positions. We then tested for overlap using windows of 100 kb, 250, 500 kb and 1 Mb between the permuted list and the map of chromosome interactions and then repeated the random shuffling process. We performed 1000 such permutations to generate a null distribution of chromosome interaction overlaps.

Data availability {#Sec17}
-----------------

The genetic correlations data that support the findings of this study are available from <http://computationalgenomics.com.au/shiny/rg/>. The genotype and gene expression data can be made available to researchers through the CAGE consortium. Contact J.E.P. for details.
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